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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS:  BLUESEAL REFILL
DO NOT REMOVE TRAP FOR REFILL

One 3 oz. refill will last for approx. 1,500 uses. 
No need to refill daily!!  See interval chart to the right.

1.  Screw the PortionAid onto 
 a BlueSeal® quart bottle.

2.  Squeeze bottle to measure 
 out 3 oz. of BlueSeal® into 
 the PortionAid.

3.  Pour BlueSeal® directly 
 into EcoTrap® towards 
 back of urinal.

 Task Time: 20 Seconds

BlueSeal® Trap Liquid 
Estimated Intervals

Cleaning Instructions (Traditional):
1.   Remove any foreign objects and other debris from base of 

urinal bowl.
2.   Use only non-abrasive cleaners and a soft sponge/mop on 

urinal surfaces for cleaning.
3.   Use cleaner on wet sponge, cloth, or mop. Then wipe clean 

all surfaces of urinal, especially the lower front.
4.   Dry all surfaces with a soft cloth or soft rag.

Cleaning Instructions (NviroClean™):
1.   Remove any foreign objects and other debris from base of 

urinal bowl.
2.   Spray NviroClean™ liberally on urinal surface starting at the 

top and working your way down to the plastic trap insert. 
Cleaning should take place once or twice a day or as wash-
room traffic dictates. DO NOT WIPE OFF OR SCRUB.

3.  Do not use any other cleaners while using NviroClean™.

Approximate users
per day per urinal

 1 - 75* Monthly

 76 - 150* Twice a Month

 151 - 225* Three Times a Month

 226 - 300* Weekly

                  * Based on a 5 day work week.  

Monthly 3 oz.
BlueSeal® refills

Incorrect Seating (above rim) Correct Seating (below rim)
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ECOTRAP® EXCHANGE

REMOVE OR EXCHANGE EcoTrap® ONLY WHEN NEEDED, i.e. 
slow urine flow or pooling. The table below shows approximate intervals. 

1.  Have the X-Traptor® tool, new EcoTrap®, a plastic bag, 
 and a deodorizer ready and on hand.
2.  Insert X-Traptor® into trap slots and engage on knobs.
3.  While slowly pulling up, wiggle tool side to side to loosen EcoTrap®. 
 DO NOT PULL STRAIGHT UP!  Once the EcoTrap® is removed, 
 spray some deodorizer into the drain.
4.  With EcoTrap® still on X-Traptor®, pour liquid contents into the 
 open drain hole of urinal.
5.  Deposit used EcoTrap® in plastic bag.  Disengage and remove X-Traptor®.
6.  Seal the plastic bag and discard in locally appropriate manner.
7.  Loosen any sediment accumulation in drain hole with any long object.
8.  Pour a full bucket, approx. 5 gallons, of preferably hot water into 
 drain hole of urinal to flush sediments from waste line before 
 inserting new EcoTrap®.
9.  Take new EcoTrap® and fill with water under faucet in sink. Then set EcoTrap®

 insert into trapway. Push EcoTrap® down, below rim of trapway.
10.  Add 3 oz. of BlueSeal®. Done!

 TASK TIME: 3-4 Minutes

Approximate users
per day per urinal EcoTrap® Exchange

 1 - 30* Once a Year
 31 - 60* Twice a Year
 61 - 90* Three Times a Year
 91 - 120* Four Times a Year

* Based on 7,000 uses per urinal and 240 days usage.  

EcoTrap® Replacement Estimated Intervals

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
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